EVe Mini

Smart Charging in a Modern, Compact Housing

The EVe Mini is the
newest addition to the
complete line of ICU
EV charging stations.

The EVe Mini has a single socket or tethered cable and is suited for any electric car thanks to its
wide range of charging capacities. Through smart technology, the station is able to offset charging
costs automatically and always charges at optimal speed. The housing of the EVe Mini is ultimately
solid, compact and has a modern design. This makes the EVe Mini perfectly suited for at home or at
the office.

Full colour LED display
Colour LED status indication
RFID card reader

Type 2 socket or Tethered cable type 1 or 2

Solid, colourfast housing

Optional steel mounting pole
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EVe Mini
Specifications
Charging capacities
3,7kW, 7,4kW, 11kW, 22kW
Connection
Single socket or tethered cable type 1 or 2
Length tethered cable
4 or 8 meter
Mounting
On the wall or on an optional mounting pole
Authorisation
RFID charging card or Plug & Charge
Colour
Front RAL 9016 (white) Back RAL 7043 (grey)
Energy (kWh) meter
Yes, MID certified, suited for transactions
Dimensions (LxWxD)
370x240x130mm

The highest quality charger for the most
competitive price
The EVe Mini is highly robust and offers smart
functionalities for automatic transactions and
load balancing. Despite that, the charging
station is competitively priced.
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SIM unlocked, free choice of service
provider
All charging stations of ICU are SIM
unlocked. This means that you are free to
choose the charging services and payment
system that suits your needs best.
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Always charge at maximum power
The EVe Mini can be connected to a smart
meter and takes the power consumptions
of other appliances into account. This
means that the EVe Mini always uses the
maximum available power.
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